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bell peppers

cabbage

cucumbers or summer squash

garlic

parsley, mint, or cilantro

onions

summer crisp lettuce

tomatoes

u-pick fowers

u-pick cherry tomatoes
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We are excited to have bell peppers in the share this week. The

plants are looking beautiful in the high tunnel and producing
delicious fruit. We grow these plants in the high tunnel to increase
ripening and avoid disease. You may not know that green peppers
are harvested early and are technically unripe. They will, if left on
the plant, ripen to sweeter red, orange, and yellow peppers. We
are growing two varieties this year, a red Yankee bell and yellow
and orange Aces. We harvest as the peppers are partially ripe, and
they will continue to ripen after the harvest.  

The recent rain has been wonderful for our cover crops. We are
growing two cover crops in the upper and lower felds, Sudan
grass and buckwheat. Sudan grass will add a huge amount of
organic matter to the feld, which increases the soil tilth
promoting future crop growth. Buckwheat suppresses weeds and
attracts benefcial insects. Next season we plan to rotate our
primary growing area to the upper feld for the frst time. We will
move the lower feld the season after. 

We are eager for next week's share already. Get ready to enjoy the
frst watermelons of the season! And look for green beans soon. 

- Nathan



Share your own recipes, pictures, and creations using this week's items on 

Facebook or Instagram (@tineandtoilfarm).

pasta w/ peppers, squash, & tomatoes

This super-summery pasta dish is a perfect weeknight entree! This recipe includes sausage, but you
can easily exclude it for a vegetarian version.

Ingredients
sea salt
3/4 pound rigatoni
2 tablespoons olive oil
1 pound Italian sausage (optional)
1 T&T bell pepper, cut into strips
1 small T&T yellow squash, cut into rounds
2 pounds T&T tomatoes, cut into bite-sized pieces
Red-pepper fakes
grated pecorino romano, for serving

Directions
1. In a large pot of boiling salted water, cook pasta according to instructions on the package.
Reserve 1/2 cup of the pasta water before you drain.
2.  In a large skillet, heat 1 tablespoon oil over medium-high. Add sausage and cook, breaking
apart with spoon, until cooked through, roughly 6 minutes. Transfer sausage to bowl.
3. Add 1 tablespoon oil and bell pepper to skillet and cook until browned, stirring
occasionally. Add squash and half of the cut tomatoes and cook for just 1 minute before
adding 1/4 cup reserved pasta water. Cook until tomatoes are softened, about 4 minutes. Add
the sausage back to the pan along with the remaining tomatoes. Season with red-pepper
fakes to taste. Cook about 2 minutes, until sausage is warmed through and the juices thicken
just slightly. 
4. Toss with pasta. Add remaining pasta water if desired to create a light sauce that coats the
pasta.  Serve with cheese.

Adapted from marthastewart.com.

quick sauerkraut

This time of year we get several batches of sauerkraut started. It is a perfect partner for hot dogs,
pierogies, grilled cheese sandwiches, and much more. Try this quick variation on class sauerkraut, and
start enjoying it immediately.

Ingredients
1 head T&T cabbage, outer leaves removed, cored, and thinly sliced
1/2 cup white vinegar
1 tablespoon sea salt

Directions
1. In a medium saucepan, combine cabbage, vinegar, salt, and 1 1/4 cups water. Cover, and
cook over medium, stirring occasionally, until the cabbage is tender. This will take about 30-
35 minutes. If the bottom of the pan begins to brown, add 1/4 cup more water.
2. Cool on the counter in a jar, seal, and store in the refrigerator for up to 2 weeks.

Adapted from marthastewart.com.

1 1/2 tablespoons chopped capers
1 tablespoon minced shallots
1 teaspoon minced garlic
salt and pepper to taste
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